. From these properties, it is easy to show that such an operation Φ is same-equivariant for rotation.
Proof.
where for (a) we make a change of variables, combining g and h into p, where
Generation of Synthetic Biomarker Examples
Mathematically, each class k ∈ {1, . . . , K} is described by the parameters Λ of the GMM:
and the number of Gaussians per class is a parameter G of the data set. For simplicity, we consider the image I : R 2 → R to be nonzero only over a region slightly larger than the [−1, 1] 2 box, so that it captures the majority of points generated by the Gaussians. To generate a sample image from the generating distribution, first, a constant background intensity is set for the image according to b ∼ Exp(0, λ B ), so I(p) = b, ∀p ∈ R 2 . Then a random angle θ ∼ Uniform [0, 2π] is drawn to determine the rotation of the image. The mean ηg ∼ N ( µg, Σ) for each Gaussian of the class is drawn from an underlying Gaussian with mean µg, which introduces some small jitter of the relative locations of the Gaussians. A number ng ∼ N (µn,g, σn) of points {p} in [−1, 1] 2 , which vary for each Gaussian, are drawn from this Gaussian according to p ∼ N R ηg, RΣgR −1 , where the realized mean and covariance have been rotated by θ by the rotation matrix:
For each point p, its corresponding intensity value is drawn according to
Having drawn all of the points, the image is smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with variance σs to emulate the point-spread function of the imager and pixel noise is added: I(p) = I(p) + Exp(0, λ I ). To simulate camera jitter, the image is translated by a random offset of up to three pixels.
